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and wnt forthfrom the Ainermost part thrieof:
(A, gI, TA:) the sing. of sy*l u here used is
5.~. (TA.) m It signifies. also A my, or waying, or peech; (9, ], TA;) from 1 in the first
of the senses anigned to it above: hence one says,
I
J O1,(9, TA) Verily th retracting
,1~.4
qf that which has bee said is dificult: (]ar
p. 434:) and [hence] one says also, Jt,j
,,Lilia,i [He fearn the say, or pec, of men].
(TA.) _ And The Muslims' rmding on anothr's
reputation by evil epch, or by backbiting; (4I,

(S,
signifies a man wro eats mckh; syn. JSl;
(kC [in some copies
;) and so does t 5 A:
"
is strangely put in the place of
of which, uj1
J,-I in the explanation here given]:) or tV- ''signifies a man eating vehemcntly after scantiness,
(t,) or after weakness: (thus in a copy of the
:) and j is also expl. as meaning a man who
eats vehemety. (TA.) And one says ,Aj e
(., TA) meaning [Very] eloquent in speech:
(TA :) and .;:c. jl" (]g, TA) Good, or ecel.,
.,
lent, eech, or diction. (TA.)
means [Beverage, or ninc,] perfumed (g, TA)
with [the odoriferou susotancs callel] 4,ii [pl.

J Ai
TA;) a also taL . (TA.) -i.h
means Verily he is strong in peech, and free, or
unconstrained,in tongue. (TA.) - And one says, pL of;, q. v.]. (TA.) - And /i;,
. (Ltb,
.S1 La, meaning [.How 1) and L$*. (O) A garment, or piece of cloth,
~
..i)i
:'1l
ivAement is] thy camesr eating [of this herbage] I dyed with .j [or ;i, i. e. madder]. (Lth, P.)
,j. [the veAhment
and in like manner, ie;.
J':
see the next preceding paragraph, in
eating of thy Aorse]: whence their saying t,lb
two places.
%_.. [which may be. well rendered as it has
q. v.], meaning Tlhir good eatbeen in art. ,,
ingDshons the their fatne, causing thee to be in
tAhe to tet their condition.
,,o need of feeli
(TA.) _ And Mila, as long as there remain in
it the tasts of mnehtn (,* TA ;) as also Vt
i4;
[aS,]
3,
i.e.
said
with
and sometimes correctly
without teahdeed. (TA.)
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1. 11;.
j;4 A wide- tropically, (Mughnee.) .- ~.1
but
the proposi,,outhed wel. (IS.) _ And lt 'aiL A weide is an ex. of its relation to place,
I inserted
is
[i.
e.
the
meaning
is
inverted
tion
And 3l.
wound made by piercing. (.)_
my finger into the signet-ring]. (Mughnee.)
,,, [A large Aeave of a pl~ly] (E, ~,TA) that [Using it properly,] you say, ,U'l 5: tL,JI [The
i, wide (I4, TA) and (TA) whr~of the teeth berlerope are long. (S, TA.) water is in the ves.el]: (S :) and ,.l.JI t'
trneen whic run the L
[It is in the nalUet,] and .,; 5 [in tihe pure]:
[See also WJi 1icJ , in art. i3.]
[He is in the belly of his
and tL~ >W. 9
.9-- and T * (9, 1,) the latter originally
h&[He is in the shackle
mother]: and *}l
:j, (Q,) Eloquent; (;, :W, TA;) and so!-;,
,- [ZY/ d i
applied to a woman; (9, TA;) able in speech; for the neck]: (M :) and j.,l
the house,
or
7rvithin
M,'
Msb,)
howuse],
(9,
in
the
an able speaker: or 44b signifies good in speech;
,
a good speaker: (TA:) or both signify good and and in the mid, t of it, for gI.JI 9, means
eloquent in speech; as though taken from ).;lIand l;a : (T:) and [using it tropically, you
meaning "width of the mouth :" (IAr, TA:)
/ ".'I
Uj1 t [Doubt, or uncertainty, is
or having an inordinate desire, or appetite, for say,]
food; a ehement eater; (V, TA;) applied to a in the information]. (S.) The saying ,-e d
man and to other than man: (TA:) and the [In him is a fadult, or blemish], if relating to a
is proper; and if relating to an ideal
latter (v'), hia~g an inordinate and inuatiable real
the former is such as the amputropical:
,,V,
desire, or appetiU,forfood: (TA :) and this also
[Hence,]

in the 1gur xxxvi. 55, may be rendered
t Verily the inmates of Paradisethis day shall be
in thle midst of diverting occupation, cheerful,or
.v I. ti L , lit.
happy. The phrase a. i
t A to his saying thu, in it is what is in it, ia
used as a polite expression of objection, or conXSU,,

tradiction; like J_..U .i, q. v. In many instances, ui may be rendered Of, or amaconsig,
or in respect of; as in CI1 ^, jjU t He said of,
for
or concerning, him, or it, th
I.S t He said in mentioning him, or it, tum;
or s.ej S in describing himn, or it; or the like:
hence, for ex., one says LJl\Lc a

is a particle governing the gen. case [and
used in the manners and senses expl. in what here
follows]. (T, S, M, Mughnee, ~.) _ It relates
to a receptacle; (Sb, 9, M ;) and, when used in
a wider sense, to that which has some near resemblance thereto; (Sb, M ;) [i. e.,] and also to
what is considered as a receptacle: ( :) [in other
hjjU A man who rmeals, or discloses, every words,] it denotes inclusion, or inbeing, (Msb,
thing that is in his mind; as also t ,, (Fr, S, Mughnee, 15, TA,) either in relation to place or
TA, [but omitted in one of my copies of the 9,]) in relation to time; (Mughnce, IS, TA;) properly
vs.,? one who and tropically. (Msb, Mughnee, TA.)
and V U: (Fr, TA:) and
.. lA
reveals his hunger; originally J3u, like as they
said t( and §:.
(TA.)
I)
[The Greeks have been overcome in
part of the land, and they,
or
nearest,
the
nearer,
,1 Having what is termed v,, meaning as
(f
them, shall overcome in
the
overcoming
after
expl. in the last sentence of the first paragraph
some few years], in the lur [xxx. 1-3], is an
[i.e. width of the mouth, &c.]; fem. &i; ($, ex. of its relation to place and to time. (MughK],TA;) the former applied to a man, and the
[And there
latter to a woman; (e, TA ;) and in like manner nee.) And ,,-.. Oe*
retaliation, lifec, or an advantage,
to
you,
in
is,
'li, applied to a woman,
to horser. (TA.) its&
means Widomouthed, ugly: and, applied to a (respecting the meaning of which see art. ._,)
mare, wide-mouthed, long-headed: or dsarp in in the l]ur ii. 175,] is an ex. of its being used
spirit. (TA.) -

tation of the hand of the thief, and the redandance
of a hand; and the latter, such a the runningaway of a slave. (Mqb.) [When relating to
time, it may in some cakes be rendered In, or
11 U, in
during; as in the phrae ;.~I,
the ]ur ii. 139, i. e. In, or during, certain nmuc
A. .A"JI 1JqJIt yb.l
bered days.
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U
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t He mrote a book of, or concerning, th science oJ
-. A
h ·
lIcicology: and hence, in the gur ii. 133, W;iq..3l
d l,l t Do ye argue with m cona0ning, or in
It also denotes concomirespect of, God?]
tance, (Mughnee, ],) and (1) in this case
(Myb, Mughnee,
(Mughnee) it is syn. with t.
I .
JU [He
1.) Thus in the phrase, *. l
shaU say, Enterye with peoples]. (Msb, Mughnee,
TA,) in the gur [vii. 36]: (Mob, TA:) or, as
[in the
some say, the meaning is, .,tl iUL.q
company ofpeoples]. (Mughnee.) Thus, too, in
the phrase, in the gur [xlvi. 13], . ,A ~l 1
q1JI [With the inmates of Paradis]. (Msb,
1'A.) [Or in these and similar instances, .,
may be rendered, more agreeably with the primary
signlification, as meaning Among.] In the 1, the
meaning as denoting concomitance and that which
is identical with ; are made distinct: and it has
been said that , denotes the continuance.of concomitance and . denotes its commencement;
though this is not invariably the case. (MF,
TA.) [Hence it is used to denote a combination
of two qualities: as in the phrase ,l:-1ij j
t Length toyetler with lawnea : (occurring in the
and
a1:)
;ly
tBlaek
Kvoce
blending with redness: and the like. And in like
manner it is used to denote the combination of
the length and breadth of a thing: as in the phrase
Its nth is
G>2;
>1
,;1;;..a kill
twenty cubits with (or as we say by) three cubit
in breadth: in which case the number of square
cubits is expressed by the phrase It &
as though meaning Twenty as a multiplicand with
three as its multiplier; i. e. t~nty multiplied by
three: see j. as signifying "he multiplied."].
It also denotes the assigning ofa cause. (M9 b,
Mughnee, I.) Thus in the phrase ;t ~ ue1 &J
i. e. On account, or because, of completing [the
possession of]forty shep or goats, [the giving of ]

